Read this page carefully before installing or moving any bottle tree!
•

ALWAYS check to be sure there are no underground utilities where you are installing any bottle tree; including gas lines, electrical lines, phone lines, sewer
lines, or water lines. Failure to do so could result in serious injury or death!

YOU MUST

Wear protective
footwear!

Wear protective
eyewear!

Wear protective gloves!

•

EVRYONE IN THE AREA MUST wear protective long sleeve clothing, including protective eyewear, footwear, and gloves when installing or moving any bottle
tree! Failure to do so could result in cuts or puncture wounds to the skin, injury to
the eyes, injury to feet, or injury to hands!

•

NEVER install, or move any bottle tree without immediately placing bottles over
the ends of rods or branches! NEVER leave the ends of rods or branches exposed
as this may result in cuts or puncture wounds to the skin or injury to eyes!

•

NEVER attempt to move a bottle tree with bottles on the rods or branches! Jarring
the bottles on the rods or branches WILL CAUSE THEM TO BREAK with the
possibility for severe cuts. ALWAYS remove bottles from tree and wear protective eyewear, footwear, clothing, and gloves before attempting to move any bottle
tree!

Installing your bottle tree.
Any questions: email info@bottletree.com or call 662-569-3341

READ THE WARNINGS ON THE
BACK OF THIS SHEET BEFORE
INSTALLING YOUR BOTTLE TREE!!
EVERYONE IN THE AREA MUST
HAVE FULL PROTECTIVE CLOTHING,
FOOTWEAR, GLOVES, & EYE-WEAR
To anchor the bottle tree, all you have to
do is use the foot step to push the bottom 18 inches of the “trunk” into the
ground. If the ground is too hard, it may
help to wet the ground several times
over a period of hours. As a last resort,
a hammer can be used, but repeated
heavy blows may damage the tree.
The stabilizer prongs welded on the
trunk will help keep your tree from working loose over time.
The BEST way to bend the branches is
by hand, if you are strong enough. If
not, once the tree is anchored, slip the
shaping pipe over the limbs of the tree.
CAUTION!! Do not slip the pipe all the
way down to where the branch is
welded to the trunk. Bending in this
way will cause the limb to break at the
weld!
Holding the end of the shaping pipe with
one hand, and bracing the other hand
against the trunk, simply pull back until
the branches are shaped the way you
want them.
A person of average strength should be
able to install the bottle tree.
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wrong

